
                         

                       

                         

                       

               

Rehearsal Report 
Production: Suburbia 

Date: 1/15 
Rehearsal #: 5 

Location: KLT 
Stage Manager: Sarah Gumlak/Will Pickeral 

Rehearsal Start: 2:00 Lights: 
-no notes.

Rehearsal Break: 5:00 

Rehearsal Start: 6:05 

Rehearsal Break: 8:05 

Total Rehearsal Time: 5:00 
Rehearsal Notes: 
-Actors: Please arrive a few minutes prior to your call 
time! 
-Limo at the back of the house, house right. Actors 
will be moving through he house for exits and 
entrances. 
-Off SR is the "woods" and Fred’s house. 
-Off SL are the establishments; pizza, beer, etc. 
-SM's open Backstage doors prior to rehearsal please. 
-2.4-2.7, pg. 48-74: 
Tim needs to be "hidden" and watching for the first 
part of act 2. 
-3.4, pg. 90-94: 
No guitar for pony in this act. 
-3.7, Pg. 106-107 
-2.1, pg. 34-38 
-2.8, pg. 74-79 
-2.2-2.3, pg. 38-48 

Properties: 
-Pony's Guitar needs a strap. 
-Might need rolling papers for the weed. 
-Can we clean the fake beer cans please. 
-Some fake trash would be nice, then actors won't 
have to use the real trash. 
-Rehearsal chop sticks please. 

Set: 
-Can we rig something for Tim to climb and perch in, 
on the back wall? So he can watch from above, to 
replace climbing on the roof. 
-Dave may want the actors to push each other into the 
fence. 
- Can we get costumes racks or something in the spcae 
to act as the fences. 

Costumes: 
-Bee Bee needs a cool "hippie bag", not a purse, to 
keep all her stuff in. 
-Erica needs a purse. 

Sound: 
-Urination sound? Prerecorded or other. 
-Get Yoni set up w/ composer ASAP. 
-Hidden speakers on stage for boom box? 

Schedule: 
-Due to snow day yesterday, first run through is 
scheduled for next Tuesday (22nd) at 2:00 pm. 
-dinner break will be 5-7, and rehearsal will go untill 9 
starting next week 

Misc.: 
-Seat H1 is broken. 
-Speech lessons for Jonis should happen soon. 


